Choose Your Move

It should be convenient to get to the places we all need to reach. Whether it’s from home to work, school, shopping, or fun, the transportation system should provide opportunities for us to travel with relative ease. Help us understand where you go and how you get there. We want to know how you travel to get to school, work, shopping, and fun. You can show us how you travel when you start from home, work, or somewhere else. It’s up to you. If you want to tell us more, show us how you connect your trips together or where you change from walking to bicycling, driving to transit, or some other combination.

1. Put a tack in the map to show us where your trip starts. Could be your work trip, shopping trip, a trip to the park...

2. Put a tack in the map to show us where your trip ends.

3. Connect your tacks with a piece of string that corresponds to your travel mode(s) for this trip.

4. Is your trip shared between several travel modes? Use clear pins and multiple colors of string to show us how you travel by different means to get from A to B.

5. You’re done, unless you want to add more pins and string to tell us where else you travel and how you get there.

WHERE I GO

- = Home
- = Work
- = School
- = Shopping
- = Fun

HOW I GET THERE

- = Drive
- = Transit
- = Walk
- = Bicycle
- = Change Travel Mode
Choose Your Move Results
Choose Your Move Summary

• Trips focused in central DC

• Participants are active!
  – Most utilized modes are bicycle and transit
  – Bikes chosen most often for work & fun
  – Bikes and walking chosen most often for shopping
  – Driving minimal in city limits

• Most common locations
  – Home: 14th Street, Dupont Circle, Logan Circle
  – Work: Capitol Hill, Navy Yard, Washington Circle
  – Fun: Dupont Circle, Georgetown, U Street

• Most popular transit route: Red line from Shady Grove to Downtown
Choose Your Move Fun Facts

**Longest commute to work:** Greenbelt, MD area to the Navy Yard via bicycle
Choose Your Move Fun Facts

Longest walk (or run):
Kenyon St and Sherman Ave NW to the US Naval Security Station
Choose Your Move Fun Facts

**Longest trip to school:** Minnesota Ave Metrorail Station to Edmund Burke School (Van Ness-UDC Metrorail Station) via transit